
Gala’s 50th Anniversary,  
the creation of a unique space.

Gala is currently celebrating its 50th anniversary and for this 

reason we have created a new space that combines the 

identity and philosophy of the company. 

Along with the architectural firm A-cero, the architects  

Joaquín Torres and Rafael Llamazares have designed a space 

that reflects Gala’s slogan “Close to you” and its principles of 

avant-garde design and functionality, a bathroom space acces-

sible to those who appreciate an impeccable décor. Eight square 

meters full of design and visual harmony for the bathroom. 

A project entirely created with Gala’s product range, selected 

by the architects at A-cero, who have designed a unique, avant-

garde and functional bathroom. 

The wall-hung sanitary ware and the glass enclosures offer a 

geometry and continuity to its interior, providing a greater feeling 

of spaciousness to the eight square meters used. 

The furniture selected from Gala’s catalogue provides the 

functionality needed in every modern home without disregarding 

the design and beauty of the space. 

The 50th Anniversary Bathroom is therefore a space where 

the balance and harmony of its elements, thanks to the 

various colour combinations offered by its range of wall and 

floor tiles with different finishes, transform the bathroom 

into an avant-garde space within everyone’s reach and  

to everyone’s taste, a complete bathroom full of style.  

A bathroom made up of affordable and high quality 

products to enjoy a very important space within our home. 

Plan view of the 50th anniversary bathroom

Description of the space:

Resembling a sculpture, the two cubes  
that make up the design of the bathroom 
accomodate an entrance and a small patio  
with an inner garden.

The design presented is a proposal of 8 m2  
with versatile elements that adapt  
to the different dimensions and typologies  
of any bathroom, so that the installation  
of the products is feasible in any home.  
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Created in 1996, this architectural firm, with more than 
100 professionals, focuses its activity on the integrated 
development of architectural projects. 

Led by the architects Joaquín Torres and his partner 
Rafael Llamazares, the architectural firm A-cero has 
branches in Spain (Madrid and A Coruña) and abroad 
(United Arab Emirates and Dubai).

Their know-how in the perception of architecture as a 
whole, from the physical walls to the interior design 
and landscaping, has given them the chance of working 
in countries such as Austria, Lebanon, Portugal, Arab 
Emirates, Thailand, Russia, Dominican Republic, etc... 

A-cero Tech, a company specialising in the creation of 
industrialised housing, completes the A-cero group.  

Joaquín Torres

In 2012, Joaquín Torres exhibits “A-cero, living within 
architecture” in the IVAM Museum in Valencia.

In 2013 he publishes the book “Behind the door” 
together with the journalist María Cubero. 

Joaquín Torres participates regularly in many de-
bates, conferences, lectures and in social networks, 
where he leads the world ranking of followers within 
the profession. 
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- Black Finish
- Size 50x100 R
- Wall / Floor tiles
- Rectified sides
- Class CTE 1

Tiles Berlin

- Snow Finish
- Size 50x100 R
- Wall / Floor tiles
- Rectified sides
- Class CTE 1

Tiles Berlin

- White Finish
- Ultra-slim (3 cm.) 
- 90 mm. waste
- Cut-to-size option:  

From 120 x 70 cm  
to 200 x 90 cm

- Available finishes: White,  
Grey, Anthracite and Black

Shower tray Base Surface 590€*

- Wall-hung WC (54 x 34 cm.)
- P-trap
- Wall support frame  

option available
- Soft-closing seat

WC Eos 371,2€

Bathroom accessories

- Toilet-roll holder  
 without cover

Design 36,7€

- Towel ring (20 x 15,5 cm.)

Design 60,2€

- Toilet brush

Design 42,8€

Bidet

- Wall-hung bidet (54 x 34 cm.)
- Wall support frame  

option available
- Soft-closing bidet cover

Eos 339€

Balance

- Single lever bidet mixer
- Eco-friendly cartridge
- 3/8” flexible connection hoses
- Eco-friendly aerator  

with flow limiter
- Installation  

with up-down valve.

104€

- Aqua Finish
- 120 x 45 cm. furniture unit
- Left wash-basin
- 2 drawers
- Available sizes:  

120 x 45 cm, 80 x 45 cm and  
60 x 45 cm

- Available finishes:  
Anthracite, Aqua

- Set of 4 support legs available.

Furniture unit Emma Square 744€

Balance

- Built-in single lever  
wash-basin mixer

- Eco-friendly cartridge
- 3/8” flexible connection hoses
- Eco-friendly aerator  

with flow limiter
- Installation with up-down valve.

182€

Wash-basin Eos 153€

- Over-counter wash-basin  
(59,3 x 39,5 cm.)

- Rectangular
- Without overflow
- Without tap-hole

- 120 x 40 cm. mirror
- It allows vertical and  

horizontal installation
- FLEX lighting
- 8W fluorescent lamp 
- Can be attached  

to any part of the mirror.

Mirror + lighting Flex 206,5€*

- Frameless enclosure
- Totally transparent
- 8 mm. tempered safety glass  

on all panels 
- Clear glass 
- PVD (anti-corrosive) treated 

stainless steel frame
- Reversible screens
- Conforms to:  

UNE-EN: 14428:2005.  
Height: 1,95 m.

Shower enclosure Walk in Zero 561€*

- Complete shower set. 
- Thermostatic tap fittings
- High flow ø 22 cm.  

overhead rain shower
- 175 cm. flexible shower hose
- Hand shower
- Integrated shower holder

Balance 421€

Please check our web page for further information
www.gala.es*Price for a 160 x 80 cm shower tray

*Price for model 1 enclosure  
(80 cm. and 98 cm. fixed front)

*Unit price.  
Set mirror + lighting

Designed by A-cero


